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The TextielMuseum and TextielLab are inherently
interwoven; two different, but complementary
components of the same whole. We share the
same vision: to explore, experiment, stimulate
and innovate, as true pioneers in developing new
textiles. A unique asset in this goal is the combination of a museum and professional workshop
in one. Where else can past and present, theory
and practice, creativity and expertise converge in
this way?
With no fewer than 25,000 items spanning
over two centuries of textiles, the museum collection is an inexhaustible source of inspiration
and knowledge. We like nothing more than to
share it with creative individuals across different
disciplines. Every generation takes a fresh look
at what has come before it, which is why it is so
important to maintain an ongoing interaction with contemporary talents. Age-old
techniques, patterns or materials can spark original ideas in new hands, inspiring
the applications of tomorrow.
The TextielLab is a driving force behind such innovation, with a fleet of the
latest looms and high-tech equipment at the ready for all bold enough to take
technology and use it for their own creative devices. The mindset is inquisitive
and experimental. With support from an expert team of product developers willing
to go beyond known limits, concepts are transformed into contemporary craftsmanship. New insights and fabrics come to light in the process.
Adding to the atmosphere is the rich industrial heritage of this site. Tilburg
was once the heartland of Dutch textiles and fabrics have been produced at this
former woollen mill for one hundred years. By offering the space, time, means
and materials to fuel further advances in craftsmanship, we look forward to keeping
this heritage alive well into the future.
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CHAPTER 01

TextielLab

It has been a productive year for the TextielLab, packed
with inspiring projects and people. From product design
to interiors, to fashion, professionals from a wide range
of disciplines sought out our services. On the work floor,
computer-operated looms whizzed through streams of
software code, while elaborate embroidery crept into
being one stitch at a time.
International influences abounded: Finnish artist
Kustaa Saksi got wild with colour and an Italian city skyline − complete with Missoni’s trademark patterns − took
shape in a unique collaboration with the Fashion Museum
of Hasselt. In addition, up-and-coming names were challenged to discover the full potential of wool with support
from The Woolmark Company.
It was also a year of truly exclusive works inspired
by Dutch masters old and new: an etching by Rembrandt
himself formed the blueprint for a giant wall hanging that
took over the tufting workshop, and modern design guru
Marcel Wanders put the 3D knitting machine to the test
to create incredible tactile and sculptural lamps.
Each project signifies a technical and creative feat
accomplished through a great deal of teamwork, expertise
and talent. We hope that the projects highlighted in this
chapter will inspire you as they did us.

KNIT AND WEAR

9

SOFT
RADIANCE

TITLE
PHOEBE 4
TECHNIQUE
KNIT AND WEAR

close-up of the mohair spheres

A 3D-knitted lampshade straight from
the machine? Hard to imagine. And yet,
it is one of Studio Marcel Wanders’ most
recent creations. Made from knitted
spheres of mohair, strong monofilaments
and elastic, the result is highly tactile,
emitting a diffuse light. The monofilaments add strength, giving the whole
a sculptural quality. Much research
went into finding materials that were
also suitable for knitting. The tougher
the material, the harder it is to knit.
The research paid off and the circular
knits came rolling off the machine. This
limited-edition lamp was on show at the
TextielMuseum’s ‘Talking Textiles’ exhibition
curated by Lidewij Edelkoort as well as
at the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam.

‘This was our first
knit-and-wear
project on the new
large-gauge knitting
machine and we were
able to create a softlooking fabric that is
still very strong.’

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

TextielLab
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NAME
STUDIO MARCEL
WANDERS

Jesse Asjes,
product developer, TextielLab

video still
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TextielLab

form studies
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TextielLab

transparency test

all aglow

determining the final shape
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Yarn selection
Marcel Wanders

01 02 03
PROPERTIES
67% super kid mohair
28% nylon
5% wool
nm 10
Angora goat hair is
incorporated in this
mohair blend. The yarn
is light and soft, while
remaining warm and
breathable. The added
nylon and wool make
it suitable for weaving
looms as well as
knitting machines.

MONOFILAMENT
PROPERTIES
100% polyester
0.2 mm
This yarn can be used
for various (computeroperated) techniques in
the TextielLab, including
weaving and knitting.
It has a ‘strengthening’
effect that gives the
fabric a sculptural
stiffness. It is available
in different thicknesses
and colours.

ELASTIC
PROPERTIES
79.3% pa
20.7% pur

TextielLab

01 Interiors & Products

AURORA
MOHAIR

This yarn can be used
for various (computeroperated) techniques in
the TextielLab, including
weaving and knitting.
It has an elastic effect
that allows the fabric
to shrink and stretch. It
is available in different
thicknesses and colours.

03

01

14

15
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TextielLab

02

HISTORY
IN YOUR
HANDS
01 Interiors & Products

NAME
VAN EIJK &
VAN DER LUBBE
TITLE
NATIONAL ARCHIVE
BOOKRESTS
TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING
AND EMBROIDERY

protective bookrest

‘At the TextielLab,
they are always ready
to take up a challenge,
even when they think
that something isn’t
possible. Usually they
are right, sometimes
we are.’

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

every tea towel is different

Niels van Eijk,
designer

design detail

bookrests ready for use

16

TextielLab

For the National Archives of the
Netherlands, Niels van Eijk and Miriam
van der Lubbe designed a series of protective cushioned bookrests. To prevent
damage to the valuable antique books,
the fabric must be free of chemicals.
That is why the designers chose to use
organic cotton carefully washed at the
TextielMuseum. A dual pattern cleverly
combines historical events in the background with modern events in the foreground. This is achieved by weaving satin
thread with one weft colour at a time.
Additional embroidery depicts an extra
‘layer’ of history. The project also sparked
a series of tea towels. Each one is cut
to include different stretches of colour
in the fabric, ensuring plenty of variation.

17
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TextielLab
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TextielLab
embroidery machine at work
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MIAMI
STYLE

TITLE
FAENA PENNANT
TECHNIQUE
EMBROIDERY

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab
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NAME
STUDIO JOB

TextielLab

Coming soon to Miami’s illustrious
beachfront is the new Faena Saxony hotel
development. No expenses are being
spared in the giant €550 million project
encompassing an art centre, theatre and
luxury housing project, in addition to the
hotel. Of course the high level of quality
must be carried through in the details
and so, Studio Job designed six pennant
flags for the hotel entrance. Each customembroidered flag features one million
stitches. With thousands of stitches
available in the embroidery software,
each stitch was carefully selected
based on samples at the TextielLab. The
size of the flag meant that each section
had to be embroidered and assembled
individually.

one million stitches per flag

the completed pennant

20
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THE FABRIC
OF DATA
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NAME
PHILLIP STEARNS
TITLE
FRAGMENTED
MEMORY

TextielLab

Today, digital data streams around us
in a continuous flow. But what does this
binary information look like? American
artist Phillip Stearns visualises such
raw data sourced from his computer
in a series of woven ‘portraits’. In his
‘Fragmented Memory’ trio, the visual
tradition of tapestries meets modern
technology. The weavings can store
and transmit digital information while
also acting on a purely visual level. A
selection of no fewer than 150 different
colours transformed the digital data
into a visual image.

TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD
WEAVING

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

weaving 150 colours

digital designs

fabric detail
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TextielLab
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TextielLab
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the finished trio

CAPTURING
LIGHT IN
DARKNESS
TextielLab
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NAME
CHRIS KABEL
TITLE
CORTINA
BOREALIS
TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD
WEAVING
the design comes to life in the dark

TextielLab

ghostly visual echo of the natural phenomenon outside. The challenge was to
convert the original digital pattern into
fluid colour gradients in the fabric. The
designer worked closely together with
the TextielLab, tailoring the technique to
achieve the desired result.

original sketch
woven panel in daylight

26
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The Northern Lights, or Aurora Borealis,
are like veils of light floating in the sky.
Chris Kabel designed ‘Cortina Borealis’ to
capture that same effect in curtains for
Fogo Island Inn, a contemporary hotel set
in the rugged landscape of the Canadian
subarctic. A special glow-in-the-dark
yarn woven into the fabric creates a

ODE TO
NATURE

TECHNIQUE
HAND TUFTING

Think of traditional landscapes in art
and no doubt clouds, trees, mountains,
rivers and lakes spring to mind. In
Jan Koen Lomans’ tufted ‘Transitory
Landscape’ series, the Dutch artist
takes a conscious step away from such
vistas. Instead, he zooms in on natural
forms, creating abstract lines that
capture a place and moment. Earthy
hues and a wide variety of materials
create a highly layered and tactile effect.
Always keen to embrace innovative
techniques, here Lomans has chosen to
tuft both sides of the work rather than
only one side. The works were shown in
a solo exhibition at Centraal Museum
in Utrecht.

fabric detail
Caption ....

the tufting atelier

‘Working with experts
at the TextielLab was
a great combination
of research and
development.’

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

TITLE
TRANSITORY
LANDSCAPE

TextielLab

01 Interiors & Products

NAME
JAN KOEN LOMANS

Jan Koen Lomans,
artist

gallery exhibition
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NAME
FASHION MUSEUM
HASSELT & MASS
ARCHITECTS

TextielLab

01 Interiors & Products

CITY OF
STRIPES

knitted panels

TITLE
SKYLINE OF FLORENCE

The signature stripes of Italian fashion
house Missoni are recreated here in a
knitted skyline of Florence. This colourful
mix of cotton, acrylic, mohair, linen and
organic wool provides the backdrop for
a special exhibition in tribute to the history of Italian fashion. The bright stripes
and scale of the design transform the
decor into a work of art in its own right.
It is rare to make use of such large
knits, so filling the exhibition space was
a challenge. The different panels had to
form a seamless fit. The scenography
was a joint collaboration between the
Fashion Museum of Hasselt and MASS
Architects.

knitting machine in action
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TextielLab

TECHNIQUE
KNITTING

panel detail

30

exhibition in Hasselt

31

REMBRANDT
REVISITED

01 Interiors & Products

NAME
KLOPPENBURG &
VAN EGTEREN
TITLE
DE OMVAL
TECHNIQUE
HAND TUFTING

TextielLab

In 1645, Rembrandt van Rijn sat along
a bend in the Amstel River to sketch the
scene for a small, atmospheric etching.
Over 350 years later, the work was
hand-tufted to a giant 2.5 by 3.5 metres
to add warmth, colour and texture to
the offices of Norton Rose Fulbright.
This law firm is based in Amsterdam’s
Rembrandt Tower, near the very riverside
spot that had inspired the Dutch master.
The designers translated the original
grey tone etching into a pointillist image
incorporating up to six different colours
per square centimetre. The image was
extremely detailed and took almost a
year to tuft.

‘This was an incredibly
ambitious project. You
can’t tuft every line
from the original, so it
was a matter of seeing
how best to reflect
Rembrandt’s style.’

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

pride of place at Norton Rose Fulbright

Karen Zeedijk,
tufting expert, TextielLab

close-up of the finished work

painstaking precision
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WEAVING
GONE WILD
NAME
KUSTAA SAKSI
01 Interiors & Products

TITLE
HYPNOPOMPIC

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING

TextielLab

Finnish artist Kustaa Saksi takes
jacquard weaving to a new level with
‘Hypnopompic’; a series of vivid largescale tapestries. A hypnopompic state
is a level of dreamlike consciousness
between waking and sleeping. The artist
evokes this with intricate and colourful
images of nature’s surreal side in the
form of psychedelic spiders, monkeys
and insects interwoven with exuberant
flora and fauna. The patterns also echo
the visual disturbances that the artist
experiences during frequent migraine
attacks. A wide range of natural and
synthetic materials, from viscose, Lurex
and metallic yarns, to alpaca wool and
mohair, add extra depth.

‘Grasshopper’

‘Arachne’s Web’

‘Herbarium of Dreams’

34
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TextielLab

‘Saksi produced
eight weavings at
the brilliant
TextielMuseum, the
home of a large
proportion of the most
innovative textiles
being made in Europe.’

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

gallery exhibition

‘Cover’ magazine,
winter 2013

illustration
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close-up of ‘Herbarium of Dreams’

01

03

05

GLOW IN
THE DARK

TWINED
MOHAIR /
LUREX

ORGANIC
COTTON

PROPERTIES
87% pes
13% pa
nm 30
This glow-in-the-dark
yarn is white and can
absorb light thanks to
the addition of phosphorus to the polyester.
In the dark, it emits a
green glow for up to
two hours.

02
AURORA
MOHAIR

Angora goat hair is
incorporated in this
mohair blend. The yarn
is light and soft, while
remaining warm and
breathable. The added
nylon and wool make
it suitable for weaving
looms as well as
knitting machines.

04

This yarn can be used
for all (computeroperated) techniques in
the TextielLab, including
weaving and knitting.
The yarn is 100% organic
and is available in many
colours.

02
02

02

LUREX
PROPERTIES
62% metallised
polyester
38% polyamide
This yarn is extremely
shiny and is strengthened with a polyamide
thread, enabling it to
be used on various
(computer-operated)
machines in the
TextielLab. It is available
in different colours.

Angora goat hair is
incorporated in this
mohair blend. The yarn
is light and soft, while
remaining warm and
breathable. The added
nylon and wool make
it suitable for weaving
looms as well as
knitting machines.

01

02

02

03
02
05
04
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TextielLab

PROPERTIES
67% super kid mohair
28% nylon
5% wool
nm 10

PROPERTIES
67% super kid mohair
28% nylon
5% wool
nm 10
62% metallised
polyester
38% polyamide

PROPERTIES
Organic cotton CB
nm 34/2

TextielLab

01 Interiors & Products

Yarn selection
KUSTAA SAKSI

FACIAL
BOUQUET

01 Interiors & Products

NAME
CRENEAU
INTERNATIONAL
TITLE
CAFÉ SANOMA BELGIUM
TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING

TextielLab

Bar Marie is a new café in the Belgian
headquarters of publishing firm Sanoma.
Creneau International based its interior
concept on magazines, aiming to tell
stories, inspire and inform. The café
needed a partition for the meeting area;
a powerful visual in its own right. The
result was a large woven curtain with a
classic floral motif symbolising the focus
on organic produce. In the foreground are
sketches of food in a contrasting yarn,
but from a distance, the sketches form
a face. This highly complex design vwas
translated into 24 colours. Thorough
colour testing helped to select the
right mix.

colour study

TextielLab

01 Interiors & Products

‘It was an honour
to work in the
TextielLab and
see our project
come alive.’
Creneau International,
design studio

woven curtain in place at Bar Marie

the pattern forms a face
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TextielLab
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TextielLab
design sketch

43
42

GOING
GRAPHIC
NAME
RAW COLOR
01 Interiors & Products

TITLE
INDEX COLLECTION
TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

TextielLab

This series of tea towels and blankets
is essentially an experiment in indexing
colour in textiles. It is the design studio’s
first weaving project and the aim was
to transport a graphic design aesthetic
into fabric. The collection features a
series of three colours. Each series
goes from monotone, to duotone, to
multitone blocks of colour that gradually
grow in intensity. The intensity varies
by changing how much of the warp and
how much of the weft yarn comes to
the surface. The designers have always
admired the beauty of colour tests in
paper printing and wanted to replicate
that effect.

the finished collection

TextielLab

01 Interiors & Products

‘This must be the
only place in the world
where you can find
such a diversity of
textile techniques
within the space of
a few metres.’
Raw Color,
graphic design studio
a feast of colour

multitone tea towel

44
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QUIET ON
THE EARS

01 Interiors & Products

NAME
ALEKSANDRA GACA
TITLE
ARCHITEXTILES ART
PANELS
TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

TextielLab

Today’s minimalist interiors can sound
hollow and feel somewhat sterile. To
address this, designer Aleksandra Gaca
created a series of textile wall panels
for the Dutch Embassy in Berlin (in a
commission from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and interior architect S. de Steur)
and Rabobank’s Nijmegen offices (for
Quub Interior Concepts). The panels are
made of ‘Architextiles’, sculptural and
sound-absorbent fabrics that Gaca had
previously developed at the TextielLab.
As well as improving the acoustics,
the panels also appeal to the eye. For
the embassy and Rabobank panels, she
developed a new set of colours that
complement and contrast with the surrounding architecture. The designer’s
innovative textiles have earned her numerous international accolades including
a Dutch Design Award.

detail of sound-absorbent fabric

‘The TextielLab is like
my second workshop.
I have developed
several collections
and new fabrics here.’
Aleksandra Gaca,
designer

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

these panels are designed to look and sound good

Rabobank panel in place

original sketch
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PHOTO
SURREALISM

sketch

TECHNIQUE
WEAVING
Born in 1947, Teun Hocks has an impressive oeuvre to his name. Much of
his work is typified by an unusual mix
of photography and painting to create
theatrical scenes of the artist set in a
surreal world. To celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the Tilburg Law School
and School of Social and Behaviour
Sciences, the Tilburg University commissioned Hocks to create a new artwork
for the auditorium. After visiting the
designated space, Hocks decided that
the artwork should take the form of a
tapestry based on the university motto
‘Understanding Society’.

painted study

01 Interiors & Products

TextielLab

TITLE
UNDERSTANDING
SOCIETY

TextielLab

01 Interiors & Products

NAME
TEUN HOCKS

sketch

tapestry detail
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TextielLab

TextielLab
the new tapestry at Tilburg University
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DIGITAL PRINTING & WEAVING

VARIOUS TECHNIQUES
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WEAVING

Corné
Gabriëls
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TextielLab

TextielLab
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PASSEMENTERIE

WOOL
DIARIES #1

What happens when you give three young fashion designers
the chance to experiment with wool? Borre Akkersdijk, Pauline
van Dongen and Oda Pausma were invited by the TextielLab,
Het Nieuwe Instituut and The Woolmark Company to create
innovative fabrics and designs with this timeless natural product.
‘Wool Diaries’ documents their individual journeys in three mini
collections that put this most versatile of materials in the spotlight.

NAME
ODA PAUSMA
Oda Pausma is known for her extensive
use of leather. In this project, she challenged herself to use wool as a surrogate.
She conducted extensive research into
creating a pattern with a similar quality
to animal hide, complete with wrinkles
and pores.

TextielLab

‘Through an inventive
use of yarns combined
with the techniques
and know-how
available at the
TextielLab, these
three designers have
shown how versatile
wool is.’

complete outfit

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

01 Fashion & Jewellery

MAKE IT WITH WOOL
FASHION CHALLENGE X 3

Ingrid Oomen,
Benelux and interior textiles
manager, The Woolmark Company

Oda Pausma brushes the fabric

54

work in progress
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WOOL
DIARIES #2

TITLE
HYPERSPACE

TextielLab

Pauline van Dongen took advantage of
wool’s resilience by creating a pleated
fabric as a basis for a sculptural dress.
In addition, she fashioned a top with
woollen trimmings made on traditional
looms. The trimmings allow the garment
to be worn in different ways. This capsule collection features three woollen
outfits.

the designer selecting yarn

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

01 Fashion & Jewellery

NAME
PAULINE VAN DONGEN

sculptural knitwear
dressed to impress

56

one of three outfits
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WOOL
DIARIES #3
NAME
BORRE AKKERSDIJK
01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

TITLE
BINARY COLLECTION
Borre Akkersdijk at work in the atelier

Borre Akkersdijk was inspired by the
natural water- and dirt-repellent properties of wool to create a range of
outdoor clothing. Akkersdijk presents
his ‘Binary Collection’ as a sustainable
alternative to synthetic waterproofs.
He produces his own fashion brand,
ByBorre, together with graphic designer
Daan Spangenberg.

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

the pattern is woven into the fabric

weatherproof wool

research phase
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PRISM
PRINTS

TITLE
K2
TECHNIQUE
DIGITAL PRINTING AND
WEAVING

design sketch

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

01 Fashion & Jewellery

NAME
KRJST

TextielLab

Subculture heroes such Jim Morrison,
Frida Kahlo, Joan Baez, Catholic iconography and male-female antagonism
are among the influences drawn on by
Krjst, a Brussels-based fashion design
collective founded in 2012 by Justine
de Moriamé and Erika Schillebeeckx. In
characteristically complex digital prints
and weaves, these eclectic influences
burst across the fabrics like colours
from a prism. The labour intensity of the
production process means that collections are kept small but are updated
each season. New collections are often
developed with the input of guest collaborators from other disciplines, including
graphic designers, illustrators and
photographers.

weaving in progress

digital printing

posed prints
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THE
CONNECTING
THREAD

‘A dynamic
experiment with
form, material
and colour.’

TITLE
SHIFTING MASS
TECHNIQUE
PASSEMENTERIE

The combination of ceramics and textiles
is a rare one, making Ineke Heerkens’
project all the more remarkable. During a
three-month residency at the European
Ceramic Work Centre in ’s-Hertogenbosch,
the designer experimented with shaping
clay – a new material for her – into
pieces for her jewellery. In cooperation
with the TextielLab, these individual
pieces became finished works. Selecting
both natural and synthetic yarns in a
subtle range of colours, she created
lengths of soft, shimmering cord to
connect the hard, glazed clay in wearable accessories.

experimenting with materials

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

Ineke Heerkens,
jewellery designer

TextielLab

01 Fashion & Jewellery

NAME
INEKE HEERKENS

workbench

ceramics and textiles come together in ‘Shifting Mass’
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TextielLab

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

65
64

MAPPING
THE
WEATHER
01 Fashion & Jewellery

NAME
ALIKI VAN DER KRUIJS
TITLE
MADE BY RAIN
TECHNIQUE
DIGITAL PRINTING

TextielLab

The Dutch are known the world over for
their enduring struggle against water
from the sea and sky. Since the 1950s,
rainfall has increased by around four
per cent due to climate change. In ‘Made
by Rain’, designer Aliki van der Kruijs
captures the beauty of this potentially
worrying trend using a technique called
hydrography (mapping a body of water).
Instead of applying a fixative, lengths
of digitally printed silk for scarves
and home furnishings are coated with
a layer of water-sensitive ink and laid
outside. Drops of rain falling on the silk
determine the final design, in a poetic
visualisation.
fabric exposed to the elements

‘What would it
be like to wear
the weather?’

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

Aliki van der Kruijs,
designer

extensive testing

rain visualised in silk

raindrops determine the final patterns
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FASHION
TAKES
FLIGHT
01 Fashion & Jewellery

NAME
CORNÉ GABRIËLS
TITLE
BUTTERFLY BOW TIE
COLLECTION

TextielLab

The metamorphosis of caterpillar to butterfly is one of nature’s most profound.
When Amsterdam-based designer Corné
Gabriëls experienced a significant
change in his own life – meeting his
father for the first time – butterflies
became the basis for a new collection
of bow ties. Traditionally plain black and
worn on formal occasions, in Gabriëls’
reinterpretation the classic accessory is
injected with a sense of fun. The collection includes silk bow ties with splashes
of colour across the ‘wings’ and monochromatic cotton bow ties.

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

ready to wear

woven colour studies
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CIRCLE
OF LIFE

TITLE
PASSAGE
TECHNIQUE
KNITTING
A tree’s age and history is revealed by
studying its growth rings. In humans, it
is the face that tells a life story. Dutch
designer Esther Dorhout Mees was inspired by this parallel to create a collection of knitwear in arboreal shades
of green and brown. Using three knitting
machines and a Turkish twine machine,
she combined different stitch sizes with
course and fine yarns. The resulting
garments convey both vulnerability and
strength as the fragile, loose knit gives
way to dense, cocoon-like structures.
The sweater, dress and trousers made
in the TextielLab are part of a larger
collection, which was presented for the
first time during Amsterdam Fashion
Week in January 2014.

knitted bodysuit

knitted sweater inspired by wood

01 Fashion & Jewellery

TextielLab

TextielLab

01 Fashion & Jewellery

NAME
ESTHER
DORHOUT MEES

fashion sketches
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the knit gets finer towards the bottom
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LASER CUTTING
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01 Young Talent

KNITTING
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Virginia
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WEAVING
WEAVING

Ehssan
Morshed Sefat

Studio
Nienke
Hoogvliet

WEAVING

Debby
Yu
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01 Young Talent

TextielLab

WEAVING

HOME
COMFORTS

01 Young Talent

NAME
DEBBY YU
TITLE
AN INVITATION FROM
HOME
TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

TextielLab

What kind of home do I want to come
back to? This was the question at the
heart of a collection of interior textiles
from Design Academy Eindhoven student
Debby Yu, intended to invite people back
into their living spaces. The textiles are
designed to reflect the function of different areas of the house and to mark a
transition from one area to another. In
the tapered carpet connecting the bathroom and bedroom, the materials also
change over the length of the textile:
from flat-woven waterproof rubber yarns
at the start to soft, deep looped wool
at the end.

transition of colours and materials

close-up

TextielLab

01 Young Talent

‘The team is always
willing to push
boundaries – that’s
very inspiring.’
Debby Yu,
student, Design Academy Eindhoven

this rug is waterproof on one end and soft on the other

twine machine
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WHERE
THE WILD
THINGS ARE
01 Young Talent

TextielLab

NAME
EHSSAN MORSHED
SEFAT
sketchbook

TITLE
JUNGLE EXXXOTICA

‘The fabric had
to be heavy enough
to hang beautifully
without losing its
fluidity.’

TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING

Stef Miero,
product developer, TextielLab

01 Young Talent

TextielLab

As part of its commitment to developing
young talent, the TextielLab works
closely with a number of leading national and international art and design
institutes. Ehssan Morshed Sefat, a
fourth-year fashion student at the Royal
Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp, took
advantage of this partnership to weave
unique fabrics and trims for his graduation collection. His energetic jungle
theme was translated into vivid colours
and bold patterns, with mohair, viscose
and other soft yarns producing fabrics
that are strong yet supple. The collection was shown at the Academy’s 50th
Anniversary, winning the designer a RA
Award and the chance to present his
work during Paris Fashion Week.

bold patterns make an eye-catching dress

woven fabric
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MASSES OF
CHARACTER

TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING

‘Personal Anonymity’ is a collection of
woven rugs designed to reflect different
identities. After all, don’t we create our
interiors to embody who we are? And
so, Rianne Zijderveld explores who she
is in this series, changing the colours,
size and shape of each rug to reflect
alternate aspects of herself. Her tactile
small blue rug for example, conveys an
entirely different feel to her long, thin
rug in warm hues. Together, the rugs
form a varied patchwork of ambiences
and aesthetics. They were all woven
with white yarn before being dyed with
natural dyes. This was her graduation
project at KABK art school in The Hague.

the designer opted for natural dyes

‘We spent a lot
of time trying to
find a binding that
looked handwoven.’
Marjan van Oeffelt,
project developer, TextielLab
01 Young Talent

TextielLab

TITLE
PERSONAL ANONYMITY

TextielLab

01 Young Talent

NAME
RIANNE ZIJDERVELD

design sketch
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each rug has its own look and feel
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SHADOWS
AND LIGHT

TITLE
ILLUSIONS – KNITWEAR
MEETS TECHNOLOGY

TextielLab

01 Young Talent

NAME
DITTE LERCHE

TECHNIQUE
KNITTING

In preparatory hand-knits for her graduation collection at the Royal Danish
Academy of Fine Arts, master’s student
Ditte Lerche refined the ‘shadow’ technique, where the textile appears striped
from the front but reveals a pattern
when viewed from an angle. In the
TextielLab she experimented with ways
to convert this technique into a wearable
machine-manufactured textile. During a
number of trials, different gauges and
yarns were used to explore the effect
of stitch size and colour on the optical
illusion. By combining reflective yarn
and cotton with the same base colour,
an advanced knitted material was produced in which the reflective yarn is
only visible when it catches the light.

fully fashioned knit

reflective yarn catches the light
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01 Young Talent

TextielLab

fabric sample

close-up

knitted cardigan
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A STITCH
IN TIME
NAME
ANNE VLOT
01 Young Talent

TITLE
RESTORING THE
PLANTS
TECHNIQUE
EMBROIDERY

TextielLab

For her graduation project at AKV|St
Joost, product designer Anne Vlot delved
into the history of her birthplace. Her
research showed that the fields around
her village in the province of Zuid-Holland
had once been used to grow hemp for
boat ropes and rigging. Around the
fields, plants and flowers flourished in
the fertile soil. This landscape, which
disappeared with the arrival of the
steam engine, is recreated in ‘Restoring
the Plants’, a three-dimensional interior
object that mirrors the local topography.
Embroidered in cross-stitch using a
new software module, plants and flowers
dance across a background of hemp
fabric in a gentle motif of colour and
movement.

fabric detail

01 Young Talent

TextielLab

natural inspiration

embroidery machine

embroidered cross-stitch
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FLOWER
POWER
NAME
VIRGINIA BURLINA
01 Young Talent

TextielLab

TITLE
FOR WONDER
TECHNIQUE
LASER CUTTING /
DIGITAL PRINTING
Flower-decked swimming caps have
become icons of 1970s style. Virginia
Burlina, a third-year fashion design student at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts
in Antwerp, was inspired to expand the
look for her whimsical womenswear collection. Hundreds of flowers of different
sizes were laser cut from latex sheets
and painstakingly washed before being
applied to the underlying fabric. Virginia’s
aim in adding the 3D floral elements
was to give a feeling of “controlled
wildness”. A series of scarves was also
printed with watercolour impressions
of tropical forests. The collection was
launched at a fashion show at the
academy in Antwerp.

floral prints and a laser-cut layer

01 Young Talent

TextielLab

digital printing

design sketches

a tropical look
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SECOND
LIFE FOR
WASTE
01 Young Talent

NAME
KARIN DE WAARD
TITLE
DSTRUCT:
COLLECTION 2

01 Young Talent

TextielLab

TECHNIQUE
LASER CUTTING

TextielLab

The growing interest in corporate social
responsibility (CSR) is manifesting itself in some intriguing ways. Karin de
Waard’s ‘Dstruct’ concept is aimed at
CSR-committed companies interested in
turning their waste into new and potentially viable commercial products. The
extension of this concept is ‘Collection 2’,
a room divider and two carpets made
from synthetic leather. The room divider’s
intricate laser-cut components make
optimal use of the material available
and any off-cuts are used in equally
intricate carpets. The highly efficient
design can be transferred to other
materials, such as denim or rubber, and
scaled to produce larger or smaller
textiles for cushions, bags and clothing.

assembly

room divider

synthetic leather carpet
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A PERFECT
UNION

01 Young Talent

NAME
DIENKE DEKKER
TITLE
UNION OF STRIPED
YARNS
TECHNIQUE
WEAVING /
PASSEMENTERIE

TextielLab

In this project, Design Academy Eindhoven
graduate Dienke Dekker’s focuses on
striped yarns and the places they intersect in a weave. A number of bindings
were used to produce complex repetitions
and sequences, giving the pieces textural
depth and intriguing colour play. In the
passementerie department, multiple
yarns of contrasting colours were turned
to obtain thicker striped yarns. These
were used in simple weaves, alongside
hand-dyed yarns in industrial weaves
and industrially printed yarns in handweaves. The designer’s wall hangings
were selected for ‘Talking Textiles’, an
exhibition curated by trend forecaster
Lidewij Edelkoort in the TextielMuseum,
as an example of the renewed interest
in craftsmanship.
sample

01 Young Talent

TextielLab

combined patterns

Dienke Dekker with her handiwork

tie-dyed yarn
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colour study

89

NATURAL
SHIELD

01 Young Talent

NAME
STUDIO NIENKE
HOOGVLIET
TITLE
HIDE
TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

TextielLab

Vulnerability is frowned upon in today’s
society, according to Nienke Hoogvliet.
Yet for her, daring to be vulnerable is a
sign of strength and safety. Symbolising
this idea, she designed ‘Hide’ − two
blankets inspired by skin as a natural
shield. One of the blankets is highly
fragile, in a soft pink colour with handdrawn linear patterns. Made of thick
grey yarn, the other blanket is reminiscent of an elephant’s skin and can be
used as a protective ‘security blanket’
to keep the outside world at bay. ‘Hide’
was Hoogvliet’s graduation project at
Willem de Kooning Academy in Rotterdam.

01 Young Talent

TextielLab

‘elephant skin’ fabric

hand-drawn pattern

a blanket embracing our vulnerability

pattern detail
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02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab
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Chapter 02 – TextielMuseum Collection

Every year, we open the doors of the TextielMuseum’s
extraordinary collection to a select group of designers.
There they can explore, inspect, question and analyse
all that they come across. In the TextielLab, they then
set to work, experimenting with the facilities available to
translate their impressions into new pieces.
This is a fascinating process, breeding highly
original work. This year, special collection commissions
sparked designs by established names such as Studio
Makkink & Bey, but also by relative newcomers such as
fashion designer Winde Rienstra. Known for her innovative
works with a focus on craftsmanship, at the TextielLab
she unleashed her creativity on the intricacies of passementerie.
Another absolute highlight was a collaboration
with the Zuiderzee Museum and design studio Glithero
launched at Salone del Mobile in Milan. The project
draws parallels between the punch cards of a traditional
jacquard loom and those of a barrel organ. The resulting
table linen is the physical embodiment of the studio’s
research into ‘weaving music’.
It remains exciting to see how each of these projects
ultimately contributes to the very collection that inspired
them, making the circle complete.

WEAVING

CHAPTER 02

Minale
Maeda

TextielMuseum
Collection

PASSEMENTERIE

Winde
Rienstra

02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab

02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab

KNITTING/WEAVING

Studio
Makkink & Bey
WEAVING

Glithero
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NEW
MOBILITY

TITLE
HUISRAAD
TECHNIQUE
KNITTING AND WEAVING

‘In silk manufacturing,
silkworms weave
cocoons in square
grids. Studio Makkink
& Bey incorporated
this grid pattern in
their light installation.’

02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab

02 TextielMuseum Collection

NAME
STUDIO MAKKINK & BEY

TextielLab

What will tomorrow bring in terms of
interiors? That is what the TextielMuseum
asked Studio Makkink & Bey to explore.
Inspired by traditional nomadic lifestyles and modern mobility, the Dutch
design team created three new concepts.
The first is a soft mattress made on a
circular knitter. Complete with wooden
carrier, it can be used as a chair or
bedding. Another idea is a thick cloth of
woven and felted cashmere to provide a
cosy and warm social hub in the home.
The third design is a loosely woven
white and breezy fabric. Combined with
a lamp, it works as an atmospheric light
installation and room divider.

Suzan Rüsseler,
curator, TextielMuseum

circular knitter
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VensterLicht room divider
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02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab

02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab
knitted mattress by Studio Makkink & Bey
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WEAVING
MUSIC
NAME
GLITHERO
02 TextielMuseum Collection

TITLE
PLAYING CARDS /
WOVEN SONG
TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING

TextielLab

‘Playing Cards’ was inspired by the encoded punch cards that drive jacquard
looms to weave specific patterns. Design
studio Glithero wanted to create a fabric
showcasing the beauty of the punch
cards and their abstract pattern of holes.
In the resulting damask table linen, the
punch cards are no longer merely a
means to create a design, but become
the subject of the design itself. The
related ‘Woven Song’ project bridges the
worlds of a weaver and a barrel-organ
grinder. Like jacquard looms, barrel
organs are also controlled by punch
cards. Glithero combined the two types
of cards to ‘weave music’ as a tangible
embodiment of both crafts. Organ cards
of the ‘Boogie Woogie’ were translated
into a pattern for the loom and the
finished textiles display what happens
when fabric is fed musical notes. The
entire project was presented at Salone
del Mobile in Milan this year and is
part of a unique collaboration with the
Zuiderzee Museum.

jacquard loom punch card

TextielLab

02 TextielMuseum Collection

‘Places like this are
the reason that the
design industry in and
around the Netherlands
is driven forward and
kept vibrant.’

traditional jacquard loom

Glithero,
design studio
punch-card patterns
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02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab

02 TextielMuseum Collection
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from music to textiles

GIVE IT
A SPIN

TITLE
ZOETROPE BENCH
TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING

What began as a commission for the
TextielMuseum last year has now
spawned a stunning continuation. The
designers of Minale Maeda sought a way
to reflect the tremendous variation in
patterns that they found in the museum’s
collection. They drew a parallel with
the time-lapse images of motion picture
pioneer Eadweard Muybridge, and the
circular ‘Zoetrope Bench’ was born.
The upholstery is adorned with subtly
changing patterns to mimic movement.
Now, for their latest version for
Rotterdam’s Vivid Gallery, four colours
of silk were woven into a lustrous motif
of strawberry plants with a striking
depth of colour. When the bench swivels
around, you can see the plant grow from
one season to the next. The strawberry
motif is by William Morris, a figurehead
of the Arts and Crafts Movement that
flourished between 1860 and 1910.

revolving seat

Aad Krol,
Vivid Gallery

02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab

02 TextielMuseum Collection

NAME
MINALE MAEDA

TextielLab

‘Without the
TextielLab, this project
would not have been
possible. The advanced
machinery available
enabled fabric to be
woven in a pattern
that evolves, rather
than repeats. The
result is truly unique.’

fabric design

104

weaving silk strawberries
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LOOK TO
THE STARS
NAME
WINDE RIENSTRA
02 TextielMuseum Collection

TextielLab

TITLE
STJERREN OAN IT
FIMAMINT
TECHNIQUE
PASSEMENTERIE:
CORD-TWISTING,
BRAIDING
mix of yarns twisted into cord

TextielLab

02 TextielMuseum Collection

Dutch fashion designer Winde Rienstra
is never one to shy away from trying
new things. Last year avant-garde pop
phenomenon Lady Gaga herself was
spotted wearing the white ‘Lego’ shoes
from Winde’s summer collection. For her
latest collection, shown at Amsterdam
Fashion Week in January 2014, Rienstra
worked closely together with product
developer Thea Veel to develop innovative trimmings inspired by 18th-century
Dutch astronomer Eise Eisinga. In
addition to scanning the skies, Eisinga
made a living from combing wool. By
combining starry Swarovski-studded
yarn with soft white mohair and wood,
Rienstra aims to capture the very different
facets of this pioneering figure.
a mix of materials

Fashion Week Amsterdam
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Chapter 03 – Education

TextielLab

As a European centre of textile expertise, we firmly
believe in sharing knowledge. It is something that we
are passionate about. Little can be more satisfying than
inspiring the next generation to discover the appeal
of textiles. And so, we are in constant dialogue with a
range of national and international institutes, as well as
industry professionals, to develop a broad range of educational programmes including trainee schemes, workshops and internships.
We offer students of art colleges and vocational
schools the opportunity to gain specialist training in
both the technical and creative aspects of textiles. This
type of in-depth training is often not feasible for many
institutes to organise themselves, making it all the more
important to ensure that skills and talent can be further
developed elsewhere.
At the TextielLab, students have access to the
newest materials and technology as well as traditional
tools. It proves to be a sought-after formula, as we
notice that many keep coming back throughout their
careers. The relationship works both ways, offering
the chance for students and product developers of the
TextielLab to continue to challenge each other. And,
as these projects reveal, great challenges bring great
results.

CHAPTER 03

Sara
Vandeveire

Karen
Dumoulin

EDUCATION

WEAVING

VARIOUS TECHNIQUES

Christian
Smirnow

Maastricht
Academy of Fine
Arts & Design
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WEAVING

TextielLab

WEAVING

VARIOUS TECHNIQUES

03 Education

TextielLab

SintLucas Boxtel
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Every year, the TextielMuseum selects highly talented textile and
fashion design students from art schools across Europe to take
part in the European Textile Trainee project (ETT). The students
spend five weeks in the Netherlands, developing new work.
Part of that time is spent at the TextielLab. From laser
cutting to jacquard weaving, it’s all possible. Special excursions
provide additional insights. Following this, the students receive
internships with top textile companies around Como, Italy,
organised by Servizi Industriali Srl., UICOMO. The theme this
year was ‘Fluency/Fluidity’ and nine students were invited to
participate. Now in its sixth year, the programme continues to be
a rewarding exchange for all involved.
03 Education

Trainees & Institutes
Christian Smirnow, Berlin Weissensee School of Art, Germany
Franziska Land, Berlin Weissensee School of Art, Germany
Louise Limontas, La Cambre School of Visual Arts, Belgium
Elina Laitinen, Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture, Finland
Elisabet Frick, Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts (School of Design), Denmark
Karen Dumoulin, LUCA School of Arts, Belgium
Mathilde Vandenbussche, KASK School of Arts, University College Ghent, Belgium
Ingrid Skaaland Eriksen, Bergen Academy of Art and Design, Norway
Sara Vandeveire, KASK School of Arts, University College Ghent, Belgium

TextielLab

ETT TALENT
PROGRAMME
–
EUROPEAN TEXTILE
TRAINEES 2013
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Elisabet Frick,
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts,
Copenhagen

03 Education

03 Education
TextielLab

TextielLab

‘My ETT experience
was educational in
different ways.
In Tilburg, I could
challenge and develop
myself. At Luigi Verga,
the focus was on
realising the client’s
vision though my
aesthetics. It was a
real learning curve.’
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this year’s ETT talents

A MARRIAGE
OF
EXTREMES
03 Education

ETT PARTICIPANT
KAREN DUMOULIN
TITLE
DUET
TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

In our daily lives, we encounter a constant barrage of influences and expectations, believes Sara Vandeveire. A
master’s student of Textile Design at
KASK School of Arts in Ghent, Vandeveire
explored how fluently we can adapt to
different situations. This led her to create
a textile ‘shield’ that can be worn over
the body to protect the wearer from too
many stimuli. Made of woolly yarn and
combed fabrics, the inside is soft and
fuzzy to provide warmth and a sense of
safety. With reflective yarns offset by
blurred figures, the outside represents
our confused senses at odds with the
glamorous façade of keeping up
appearances.

PROTECT
AND
REFLECT
ETT PARTICIPANT
SARA VANDEVEIRE
TITLE
INNER PEACE /
APPEARANCE
TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

TextielLab

There are two distinct qualities to this
series of blankets and scarves by Karen
Dumoulin. On one end of the spectrum,
thick, rough yarns and tight weaves
create a heavy appearance and texture.
At the other extreme, loosely woven, fine
yarns evoke frailty, lightness and transparency. Where the contrasting sections
meet, the one flows into the other in a
fluent transition. “In this place of contrasts, the rules of the yarn count. They
create suppleness in an intricate game
of linking and unlinking,” Dumoulin says.
She impressed the jury with her understated, intuitive and timeless style.
Karen is a master’s student at LUCA
School of Arts in Ghent.

digitally printed fabric

‘Once Sara allowed
herself the freedom to
experiment, that’s when
some really exciting
things took shape.’

‘Here is a textile
designer with a
real eye for quality
and sophisticated
details.’

Ellen Sillekens,
European projects, TextielLab

ETT jury
stack of samples

draped display
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transition
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TextielMuseum atelier
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STRAIGHT
FROM THE
LOOM
03 Education

ETT PARTICIPANT
CHRISTIAN SMIRNOW
TITLE
100% ORIGINAL WEAVE
AND WEAR

TextielLab

With his ‘100% Original Weave and
Wear’ concept, Christian Smirnow set
out to capture “the gracefulness and
ease of movement and style”. Seeking
to bridge the gap between textiles and
clothing, he designed a square skirt
and circular sweater that can be worn
straight from the loom, without the
need for additional cutting or stitching.
He was inspired by African fashion, with
straightforward patterns allowing a
heightened focus on the fabric and how
it moves. Christian is in the final year of
his bachelor’s degree at the Academy
of Arts in Berlin.

TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

detail

TextielLab

03 Education

‘Working with staff
at the TextielLab, I
could feel their delight
when taking risks and
exhausting the possibilities of the looms to
make my project work.’
Christian Smirnow,
design student, Academy of Arts Berlin

no need for stitching

fabric testing
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WORK
LIKE A PRO

This year, a group of students from
ABKMaastricht school of art and design
spent several days at the TextielLab
to work on their Open Spaces project.
Third-year textile students were invited
to experiment with yarns from renowned
Dutch weaver Frans Dijkmeijer’s own
collection, to design a flexible workspace. As a professional atelier, the
TextielLab can offer students facilities
and expertise that are not available
within their regular curriculum. This is
one of several joint initiatives between
the TextielLab and selected art and
design colleges, such as Amsterdam
Fashion Institute and LUCA School of
Arts in Ghent, to introduce students to
the world of professional textile design.

Cenk Kivrikoglu,
weaving instructor, ABKMaastricht

student samples

03 Education

TextielLab

03 Education

ANNUAL COLLABORATION
MAASTRICHT ACADEMY
OF FINE ARTS & DESIGN

TextielLab

‘It’s good for
students to work
with industrial looms
and professional
technicians. Adapting
their ideas to an
industrial scale is a
big step for them.’

preliminary studies

colour schemes

detail
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TextielLab
fabric by students of Maastricht Academy of Fine Arts & Design
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LEARNING
BY DOING

03 Education

ANNUAL COLLABORATION
SINTLUCAS, BOXTEL

TextielLab

The TextielLab has been involved in
helping to develop the curriculum for
SintLucas vocational school in Boxtel
since it was founded several years ago.
It also offers second-year students
specialising in textiles the chance to
understand the technical and creative
aspects of the industry through on-site
training at the TextielLab over a period
of ten weeks. Alongside skilled technicians, they can discover traditional
and innovative techniques, become acquainted with materials and machinery,
while also learning how to work with
the needs of different clients. Third-year
students can apply for an internship at
the TextielLab to gain further experience.
glow-in-the-dark yarn

TextielLab

03 Education

At the TextielLab,
I was able to gain
first-hand knowledge
of the materials
and techniques by
trying things out
for myself. It was
a great source of
inspiration.’

Salsyra Vermeulen

Salsyra Vermeulen,
intern and student, SintLucas

introducing the circular knitter
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Teun Hocks, p. 49 / Atelier ByBorre, p.53, 58, 59 / Rene van der Hulst, p.
55, 56, 59 / Wouter Vandenbrink @ Eric Elenbaas Agency, styling Maarten
Spruyt @ House of Orange,assistant Maaike Strengholt, models Duco s/I
am elk, Anine Paparazzi, hair and make-up Yvonne Nussdorfer, Angelique
Hoorn, concept Maarten Spruyt & Wouter Vandenbrink, p. 52, 55, 56, 57 /
Oda Pausma, p. 55 / Sebastien Delahaye, p. 61 / Eddo Hartmann, courtesy
of Gallery Marzee, Nijmegen, p. 62, 63 / Ineke Heerkens, p. 63 / Pim
Leenen, p. 52, 66, 67 / photo Ruben van Schalm, model Egbert Jan Weeber,
p. 52, 68 / Josefina Eikenaar, p. 69 / Jacob van Rozelaar editorial, model
Noa Vermeer with thanks to Tjarda Models, MUA Barbra Oliemans, hair stylist
Hanneke de Hertog, Lookbook Lieor van Os, concept Creative Direction,
shoot Esther Dorhout Mees, p. 70,71 / art direction Lucie Schwindenhammer
and Debby Yu, p. 74, 75 / Michael Smits, model Yana Bovenistier, graphics
Ehssan Morshed Sefat , p. 73, 76 / Rianne Zijderveld, p. 72, 78, 79 / Ditte
Lerche, p. 81 / KADK Studio, p. 80, 81 / Dimphy Verdiesen Fotografie, p. 82,
83 / Anne Vlot, p. 73, 82 / Lee Wei Swee, p. 72, 84, 85 / Kim van der
Schoot, p. 72, 73, 86, 87 / Dienke Dekker, p. 88. 89 / Alita Dekker, p. 88 /
Cindy Bakker, p. 90, 91 / Ninke Hoogvliet, p. 91 / photo Tommy de Lange,
art direction Studio Makkink & Bey, styling Jules van den Langenberg, Zahra
Nabrhouh, clothing Gluejeans, models Saida Cornelia, Chester Chuang,
Zahra Nabrhoh, p. 94, 97, 98 ,99 / Petr Krejčí, p. 95, 101, 102, 103 / Joep
Vogels, p. 94, 100, XV / Yves Krol, p. 104, 105 / Minale Maeda, p. 94, 95,
104, 105 / Team Peter Stigter, p. 106 / Fred Hulpusch Photography, p. 94,
107 / Karen Dumoulin, p. 116 / Christian Smirnow, p. 110, 120, 121 / Academie
Beeldende Kunsten Maastricht, p. 110, 122, 123, 124, 125 / Maria van der
Heyden, p. 126, 127 / Mariska van Zutven, p. III / Lindauer DORNIER GmbH,
p. XII, XIV, XV, XV, XVI-XVII / Ruy Teixeira, p. XX

Textile partners
All are mentioned in the insert TextielLab 100% Innovation 2013
Education partners
Design Academy Eindhoven (DAE), NL
Amsterdam Fashion Institute (AMFI), NL
Maastricht Academy of Fine Arts and Design (ABK Maasticht), NL
Gerrit Rietveld Academy, Fine Arts and Design, Amsterdam, NL
Royal Academy of Art (KABK), The Hague, NL
ArtEZ Institute of the Arts, Arnhem, NL
HKU Utrecht School of the Arts, Utrecht, NL
Fontys Academy Visual Arts and Design, Tilburg, NL
Artesis, Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Antwerp, BE
Royal College of Art, London, UK
ROC Tilburg / Fashion School, NL
SintLucas Boxtel, NL
European Textile Trainees (ETT) partners
The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of Design Copenhagen, DK
Aalto University School of Arts and Design Helsinki, FI
Burg Giebichenstein, University of Art and Design, Halle, DE
Berlin Weissensee School of Art, DE
National Academy of the Arts Bergen, NO
KASK School of Arts, University College Ghent, BE
LUCA School of Arts, Ghent, BE
La Cambre School of Visual Arts, Brussels, BE
COMO Textile Institutes, Servizi Industriali Srl., UICOMO, Como, IT
TextielLab contact details
Front Office TextielLab (Tues to Fri)
T. + 31 13 549 45 75
E. frontoffice@textiellab.nl
Press
PR & Communications Department / communicatie@textielmuseum.nl
High-resolution images and press releases available at the website:
www.textielmuseum.nl
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